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	Welcome to Practical Shader Development. This book is intended to be the gentlest introduction possible to the theory and practice of writing shaders for video games. Shader writing is a very large topic, and I can remember feeling very lost when I was starting out. My hope is that this book will help you avoid that same feeling and allow you to take your first steps into the vast world of shaders and game graphics quickly and confidently.

	

	This book’s guiding philosophy is: “a carpenter doesn’t need to know how to make a wrench.” Similarly, you don’t have to know how to build a rendering engine to be able to use shaders to create beautiful visual effects, especially when you’re just starting out. This book is all about empowering you to experiment, be creative, make cool things, and hopefully have some fun in the process. To that end, this book will not attempt to teach you how to be a graphics programmer or try to give you a systematic math education (although we’ll cover a bit of math along the way). Instead, we’re going to start at the very beginning and talk about how modern games put things on a screen, and then jump straight into writing shaders to make the things we put on screen look the way we want. There will be lots of example code, lots of pictures, and by the end of the book we’ll have gone from the very basics of shader writing to writing shaders that use the same lighting found in some of the most popular games on the market.

	

	If at the end of the book you decide that you’d like to dive deeper into graphics programming, and maybe even write your own rendering engine, or dive into more complicated shader techniques, this book will have provided you with a solid set of fundamentals to prepare you for tackling more complex subject matter.
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Secure PHP Development: Building 50 Practical ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Your in-depth guide to designing and developing secure PHP applications
It’s a hacker’s dream come true: over one million Web sites are now vulnerable to attack through recently discovered flaws in the PHP scripting language. So how do you protect your site? In this book, bestselling author Mohammed Kabir provides all the tools...
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Institutions as Conscious Food Consumers: Leveraging Purchasing Power to Drive Systems ChangeAcademic Press, 2018

	
		Institutions like schools, hospitals, and universities are not well known for having quality, healthy food. In fact, institutional food often embodies many of the worst traits of our industrialized food system, with long supply chains that are rife with environmental and social problems and growing market concentration in many stages...
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Git in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Git in Practice is a collection of 66 tested techniques that will optimize the way you and your team manage your development projects. The book begins with a brief reminder of the core version control concepts you need when using Git and moves on to the high-value features you may not have explored...
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SharePoint Designer Tutorial: Working with SharePoint WebsitesPackt Publishing, 2008
SharePoint is a web-based collaboration and document management platform from Microsoft. Microsoft Office SharePoint Designer (SPD) is a WYSIWYG HTML editor and web design program, which has replaced FrontPage, and is the ideal environment for working with pages on a SharePoint site.

This book is ideal for people new to SharePoint...
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Deploying Virtual Private Networks with Microsoft Windows Server 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Get in-depth technical guidance, Windows-specific best practices, and  real-world troubleshooting tactics-direct from the Windows wireless product  development team.

This is the essential reference for any IT professional deploying virtual  private networks (VPNs) using Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP. The book  thoroughly details how...
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FileMaker Pro 7 Advanced for Windows and Macintosh : Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
For database software, FileMaker Pro has always been almost shockingly easy to use. However, somewhere along the way it also became incredibly powerful-so much so, in fact, that's it's no longer about just creating small-scale relational databases. If you're ready to move beyond the basics and take advantage of FileMaker Pro 7's advanced features,...
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